There are three ways to make DSO aware of your research ideas:

1. **Talk to a Program Manager**
   
   Program Managers recommend which proposals should receive DSO funding. You may communicate directly with one or more of them (see DSO’s website, darpa.mil/about-us/offices/dso). E-mails, phone calls, or face-to-face meetings allow you to explore concepts and ideas and translate them into a substantive proposal.

2. **Submit a proposal to DSO’s Office-wide Broad Agency Announcement (BAA), HR001117S0040**
   
   The Office-wide BAA is primarily used to fund small, short-duration exploratory projects we call “seedlings.” Seedlings help DSO determine whether “disbelief” in an idea’s plausibility can turn into “mere doubt” – and “mere doubt” is often enough to encourage DSO to make a larger investment to determine if a scientific or technology innovation may be possible. Seedlings are typically 3-9 month projects that answer a specific question and involve a very limited number of personnel. Seedling ideas often lead to the next generation of program ideas. (See section entitled “DSO’s Office-wide Broad Agency Announcement below.)

3. **Submit a proposal to a program-specific BAA**

   Initial seedling investments that bear fruit and become programs will appear as individual program BAAs throughout the year. You can search for them on FedBizOpps.gov, grants.gov, the DSO website, or the DARPA website under “Solicitations.”

**DSO’s Office-wide Broad Agency Announcement**

The current DSO Office-wide BAA covers the entire scope of DSO’s technical interests for this year and is open for new ideas through June 11, 2018.

Please note that the Office-wide BAA does not supersede program-specific BAAs. Rather it is intended to fund completely new ideas not connected with programs that are already underway or currently soliciting proposals.

The Office-wide BAA offers three different ways to submit ideas: (i) executive summaries (typically no more than two pages in length), (ii) abstracts (not to exceed five pages), and (iii) full proposals (Read the BAA instructions regarding the structure and content of full proposals).

We recommend you start by submitting an executive summary (ES), preferably after discussing your ideas with a program manager. Your ES will be circulated among all the program managers in DSO, and you will receive feedback letting you know if there is any interest. Please understand that a program manager may be exploring several distinct concepts and program ideas, and if there is not immediate interest in your ideas, it is likely because they do not align with what he or she considers the highest priority opportunities.

If you are not getting a timely response from a program manager or have other questions, please contact DSO’s BAA administrator directly at HR001117S0040@darpa.mil.

**General Advice for Submitting New Ideas to DSO**

- Do not think small. Bring us ideas that could change the world.
- Rightsize your ideas. Thinking “big” does not imply a large project, it means identifying a question to study that, if answered, could lead to significant changes in a scientific community, technology area or national security problem.
- Convince us that your idea does not violate any laws of physics or thermodynamics. Remember that, at this stage of idea formulation, we are not asking for proof – only for a plausible argument and a robust technical approach for discovering the truth.